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Letter from the Editor 
Dear reader, 

This magazine you are holding is the product of our journey to Nepal last winter break from December 

20th to January 5th.   

I am very grateful for the people who have contributed and helped in making this trip happen. Especially 

those who continuously prayed for our safety.  

I am thankful for Real Restoration for organizing this trip. Shout out to Jim and Carmie for being very 

patient with the team, to Srijana for accepting the role of team leader, and to my team: Dale, Jeremy, 

Joanna B., Joanna P., Mimi and Porsche for being very brave to share their lives so we could become 

one. And, to Mamta Kandel for bringing us all closer together and for being a huge inspiration even after 

her passing. 

I thank my family for their never ending support. Know that your support didn’t go to 

waste because I am honored to be part of this mission. I learned a lot in areas that at 

first were unfamiliar. All the NGOs and places we visited welcomed us with open arms. I 

am happy that we met their leaders. 

Thank you to Leprosy Mission Nepal for hosting us on our first week. To the guest houses that were our 

shelter in Nepal, I also extend my gratitude. 

There are many beautiful things in Nepal, especially the people’s hearts. But there are issues like human 

trafficking that people like me don’t seem to know much about. I want to show even a glimpse of how 

these NGOs work around these parts that most people seem to set aside. 

Lastly, I thank YOU. I would not have thought about making this issue if it weren’t for your interest in 

this project. Feel free to share it to your loved ones and to those you think would be interested too. 

Don’t forget, I love you! 

 

Irish Martos, 25 | Photographer | BS Psychology | Status: Graduating 
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A story of how I met Mamta 
I first met Mamta a few days after I flew from the Philippines to the United States. I didn’t know 

anybody yet and was still recovering from jetlag. 

One day, I went to the basement to do my laundry. I was really exhausted and I almost bumped into her. 

She said hi and she remembered that we were in the same psychology class. She invited me to study 

together and we did so. We spent countless all-nighters together and we would have alternate nap 

times so we could recharge. She also made sure I had other friends so she connected me with people 

from a great community called “HOST International” where everyone is welcome. 

In March 2015 I got the flu. She went to my room and prayed that I’d get better really quick. She made 

me a black tea with lemon and pepper and told me “my mom makes a good tea that is similar to this, 

drink it so you’ll feel better.” I was confused because I have not tried tea with pepper, but it was really 

good and she made that for me every time I get sick. 

She took great care of her residents when she became an RA. She also took them to great adventures. I 

got lucky cause I was always invited even if I lived in a different building. People mistook me from living 

at Gem (which is her building) because I was always with her doing RA things and being “all Asian” as 

she puts it. We practiced cooking so she can beat Srijana (her sister) in cooking. We had a bunch of 

noodles in storage, a sack of jasmine rice and a lot of spices. She made chicken chili and momo all the 

time because that’s her best dish. I am not going to lie, it was awesome! 

I was also with her when her dad went to Washington D.C. She was worried about missing classes 

because she doesn’t want to get a B and that will make her a B-sian. We were supposed to get A’s 

because we are A-sian, she’d always say. She had great talent in academics so I told her not to worry. 

She came back with great stories and photos from DC. 

She had hope in people, her parents, her sister, her guardians, her 

teachers, her friends and even those she didn’t know personally. She 

would talk to people and get to know them. One time, there was a guy at 

the university who preached near the library. I was just listening to their 

conversations and was amazed at how much she knows. They had an 

interesting conversation about faith, and I was her sidekick. I told her that 

was pretty cool and very spontaneous. She definitely knew how to love everyone unconditionally. She 

would pray whenever she was in doubt, which is one of the reasons why my faith grew – because I met 

her. She lives with Jesus in her heart and I am very inspired. I have seen her through all emotions, but 

she never lost faith. She walks with Jesus every step of the way and that is why many admire her. 

The day before she passed away, she gave me her photos and asked me to save it. We talked that night 

about how she saved her grades from C to an A, and how excited she was about the trip back home. We 

also talked about tuition, and if any of you don’t know, education in the US is very expensive. We both 

needed a lot but she said “we’ll see” with much enthusiasm. “I don’t know how to ask my father you 

know,” she said laughing. 
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The very last thing we talked about was gratefulness. I told her “Hey Mamta, thank you.” She was very 

humble to reply “Hey Irish, it was not me.” I said, “I know, but you helped me throughout my stay in the 

US, and you are one of my very first friends.” 

The last thing she said to me was: 

  “You have done the same for me. 

  And you are my very very good friend 

  -- you will always be.” 

We have this plan, we would use our skills to save the world. When she died, I grieved, I didn’t take it 

very well but I am glad people where there to pick me up. Which is why I became hopeful to keep that 

promise to continue to save the world and because of that I am honored to be a part of the mission trip 

she was set to lead. I am blessed to have met her because she is my best friend, my sister and my home 

away from home. Now, I am happy that she is back to the land she loved the most. She lived a 

wonderful life, because while the rest of us were busy living, she was alive. 
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Continuing where I left off, our journey starts on December 24th … 

 

The Carol before Christmas 

Jeremy was the first to arrive in Nepal, so he had a 

couple days and started early on his mission. Dale, 

Joanna P. and Porsche were next to arrive while 

Mimi and I were still in LA. With the exception of 

Joanna P, our team had the chance to meet these 

lovely people before celebrating the birth of Jesus. 

The Leprosy Mission Anandaban Hospital staff, 

their children and the team sang carols and danced 

to songs for the patients. 

 

How to recover from a Jetlag 

Mimi and I were having trouble sleeping in. We 

hadn’t caught up to the time change yet so we 

decided to walk around the Anandaban training 

center before the sun rise. This building she’s 

standing on was a female ward for patients with 

leprosy. It was destroyed when the earthquake hit 

last year and is in the process of reconstruction. 

Female patients were moved to male ward 

temporarily. 
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Christmas Church Service 

Nepali people are very keen on clothing, 

especially when coming to church. To have the 

full experience, the women wore Sari and the 

men wore their Dhaka topi. The service was held 

at Anandit Church. We also learned that the 

Nepalese love dancing, so we decided to join 

them after meal. 
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Off to School 

The walk from the training center to Tikabhairav 

English Boarding School was further than I was 

expecting. The upside to this was a scenic route 

which was much shorter on the way back. 

We were welcomed with Khata, which is a silk 

ceremonial scarf that is given to guests for well 

wishes.   

 

 

Most, if not all, of their subjects are taught in 

English. Students are also taught important 

subjects like sociology. 

During our visit, we were assigned with the 5th 

and 6th graders. We split the team in half and 

played games in each room. They taught us a 

Nepali song which none of us could pronounce 

correctly. They all gave us letters and drawings 

before we left. Such sweet and adorable kids! 
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The journey to a bunch of flowers 

From the training center to Medolafole, it 

takes about more than 3 hours and maybe 

around 30 minutes of a trail walk. We visited 

Lidmaya’s home and they gave us a garland of 

yellow carnation to welcome us and gave us 

fruits from the farm which they also sell in a 

nearby town. Sometimes a third seller 

transports it to the city. 

 

Lidmaya is a member of a cooperative in Medolafole 

that loaned her the resources to start rebuilding her 

home that was destroyed by the earthquake. After a 

year, she just recently got the permit to build a more 

stable home as she and her family are living at a 

temporary shelter made of wood for walls and 

galvanized iron sheets for roof. They lack manpower 

for construction because most of the people that left 

Medolafole found more opportunities elsewhere. 
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Early Morning Worship 

This is our everyday view from the training center. 

We always go to the rooftops to see how the day 

unfolds. Sometimes it is foggy, but after a couple 

hours it clears up and we’re able to see an 

amazing view. We’re thankful that Joanna finally 

arrived to complete the team. 

We would bring tea or coffee so our hands don’t 

freeze. We would also listen to worship songs, but 

before that I would play “Here Comes the Sun.” I 

think my team knows by now it’s my favorite. 

 

Fun day 

Bachi Amaa Foundation is home to 15 children in 

Nepal who do not have healthy parental home 

and are given support in areas such as livelihood, 

shelter and education. It also supports Anandaban 

Leprosy Hospital with school funds. 

We played different kinds of games and everyone 

joined. Even their foster parent, Rup Lal, joined in 

on the fun! 

These children understand and communicate in 

English pretty well, however some instructions 

are hard to explain so for each game that was 

introduced we would explain by demonstrating! 

It was not that easy to catch up with these kids, 

they were winning almost all the games. Because 

we loved them so much we visited them again 

after New Year’s Day. Who said language is a 

barrier? 

Website: http://www.bachi-amaafoundation.com/ 
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Reconstruction and Real Restoration 

We visited a salon of two women who were rescued from human 

trafficking. Sulochana, one of the team leaders of Grand Vision Nepal, 

is partnered with Real Restoration to help these women learn how to 

start up their own business, which includes lessons in basic accounting 

and business management. This is one way for the organization “to get 

as many women out of harm’s way and onto a new journey of life.” To 

support them in little ways that we can, three of us got henna, a 

temporary tattoo, and one got a haircut. 

We then visited 

temples in Kathmandu and learned about 

their rich culture which is mostly tied to 

religion. Some of the temples were 

destroyed completely by the earthquake 

and are now being reconstructed. 

A big percentage of the population is Hindu 

and about 20% of the religious background 

is divided into: Buddhist, Muslim, Kirant, 

Christian and other religious groups such as 

Bon religion. (I got this part from Wikipedia ) 

We decided to go with a tour guide and learn 

more about some of the history of Lalitpur. I 

am mostly amazed by the architecture and 

craftsmanship that was put into these 

temples. We mostly went inside Hindu or 

Buddhist temples. What I found most 

interesting is the sound bowl used for 

meditation and aligning your chakras. 
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Music, Food and Football 

We spent the last day of the year at Chet and 

Pema’s home. Chet and Pema are team 

leaders for Real Restoration and the host 

parents for at risk girls. 

Almost all of them are in 6thto 10th grade. 

This age group is at risk to exploitation, 

especially if they are able to do manual labor. 

This home they live in now is their haven, 

where they feel safe to be children. To be able 

to go to school and to enjoy their youth are 

some of the best experiences Real Restoration 

helps establish. They gladly welcomed us with 

good food and we also got the chance to 

compete at a mini football game with the 

girls. They taught us some cool dance moves 

too. We exchanged the favor by teaching 

them the Macarena.  
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Travel and Tourism 
Our stay in Nepal would not be complete if we only 

worked all throughout the trip. We also visited tourist 

spots and checked an item off our bucket lists! 

1. Paragliding in Pokhara 

It was a fun experience and our team enjoyed 

it. The lakeside view is amazing. But would I do it 

again? I have to think about that. Note that I am 

afraid of heights. Now, this photo looked so cool 

but I screamed so much I think I almost lost my 

voice. 

 

2. Shopping in Thamel 
This guy is not shopping but rather selling 

items in Thamel. This town is full of stores that 

promotes products that are only sold locally. I 

bought rice paper notebooks and some of us 

bought tea and souvenirs for their friends and 

family. 

Now what do I have for my friends and 

family, you ask? It is love <3 
 

 

3. Museums in Patan 
Patan Museum hosts many artifacts but this 

museum was a former palace. 

I liked reading the captions on each artifact 

which tells a story about the rich cultural history in 

Nepal, however, we needed a separate entrance 

fee to go on this part. 

 
 

 

 

4. Temples in Kathmandu 

Pictured here is Swayambunath Sthupa which 

is also a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Both locals 

and tourists share the temple with monkeys 

which is the reason why it is also called “monkey 

temple.” 
 

For more photos from our adventure in Nepal visit 

my website: https://irishmartos.wordpress.com   

https://irishmartos.wordpress.com/
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“It was humbling to see so many people completely sold out for the mission of Christ to literally ‘loose the 

chains of injustice, set the oppressed free, share food with the hungry, shelter the waderer and clothe the 

naked.’ My favorite part was being a weirdo around the kids. Just playing and laughing with them. They 

are all so joyful. I know I have a lot to learn in my own life.” 

Joanna May Balin, 25 | Firefighter | Status: Recently hired 
 

“My favorite part of the trip was visiting a seemingly endless variety of organizations, all working to 

improve lives and draw people closer to Christ. Every person with whom we spent time showed such an 

intimate level of investment in helping others, both tangibly and spiritually, that I think even the hardest of 

hearts would be inspired. It was also encouraging to learn and grow alongside my fellow team members 

through the trip’s struggles and successes. I could see God’s desire for relationship reflected in such diverse ways through this 

experience, and I am deeply appreciative for such a wonderful opportunity.” 

Jeremy Kestle, 28 | BS Ecology | Status: Just finished 

 

“My favorite part of the trip was being in the orphanage. I have been gifted with a tender heart towards the 

fatherless, and the orphanage just invigorated that passion in me! The whole experience itself wa amazing. It was 

unique to experience a culture that is so different from ours. The opposition we faced was so unique, with the 

cultural boundaries and norms that were so against the drawing of people to Christ. The experience as a whole 

was one that required an absolute servants heart, not to change them but to be changed ourselves with a hope 

that Jesus would be seen as he is.” 

Dale Granger, 25 | Butcher | Evangelist | Status: Almost done 

 

“The mission trip to Nepal wrecked my heart and gave a deeper meaning to the word ‘hope.” Despite the 

hardships and the sorrow that we witnessed on this mission; we were faced with an even stronger joy on the 

other side because of a Light that pierced through the darkness. This joy most definitely lived in the hearts of 

some of the people we had the opportunity to meet. In this, God really showed us all just how sovereign he is to 

be able to use every person and every circumstance – no matter how broken, all for his glory. For that, he will 

reign.” 

Mimi Navan, 19 | BS Psychology and Religious Studies | Status: Ongoing 
 

“The day God set it on my heart to go on the Nepal Mission Trip was one of the best days of my life. It was 

a difficult journey to raise the money, but God was on my side. I’m so glad I had the opportunity to go. On 

that trip I found God, I found love, I found my happiness and I gained a forever family. I can honestly say 

this trip has forever changed my life for the better. If there is one piece of advise I could give you, it would 

be: if the opportunity arises to travel overseas, take it! Take it in a heartbeaet! It will forever change your life and better you as 

a person.” 

Porsche Burns, 17 | BS Psychology and Sociology | Status: Just started 
 

“I fell in love with the culture, the simplicity of life, the ability to stop and smell the roses – it’s so different from 

fast paced America but so beautiful. We had so many amazing experiences on this trip! One of my favorite times 

was an orphanage that we visited in Kathmandu. We played games with the kids, sang silly songs, shared a meal, 

and had a beautiful time of worship in both English and Nepali. So sweet to hear children raising their voices in 

another language and praising God.” 

Joanna Powell, 18 | Stay-at-home Daughter | Status: Taking a gap year 
 

“I learnt many things and share with the team. [Organizing this trip] was a blessing. The team members were very 

understanding which made my work easy even if everything was new for me. My favorite part was the travel to 

Pokhara.” 

Srijana Kandel, 23 | BS Social Work Student | Status: Two more semesters 

 
 

“It is easy to look at a mission trip as doing. Sometimes it is just being. Listening. Observing. And being 

available to what God has at that moment. The team was a mixture of people that melded quickly. It was 

an interesting mix that God put together. The people that I work with have a deep love for Jesus.” 

Jim Welsch | Real Restoration 


